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Important Changes 
to Local Search Platforms
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Reviews and responses disabled

Questions and answers disabled and hidden

Temporary closures marked preemptively (in some cases)

Temporary closure flag launched in GMB dashboard 3/25 

Google recommends using descriptions, posts to communicate 
special circumstances; new COVID-19 post type 3/24 

Bug causing special hours not to display in Maps

UGC photos not appearing in Listings

8 Not recommended to add keywords to business name

Google My Business Updates



New Temporarily Closed Flag Launched 3/25



New COVID-19 Post Type Launched 3/24



New COVID-19 Post Type Launched 3/24



Google’s Advice for Businesses

● Change your business hours

● Manage your information -- use business description 

to communicate special circumstances

● Create a post -- note new post type for COVID-19

● Temporary closures

1. Google relying on “authoritative sources” to mark businesses closed

2. Sources may include “national, state/provincial and local 

governments, non-profit organizations, educational institutions, 

and businesses”

3. Any businesses mistakenly can reopen in GMB dashboard; Google 

may also remove in future based on authoritative sources



● Google is operating (across the board) with 

reduced staff

● This means support is limited already

● Google has also implemented increased 

moderation, both manual and automated

● They will prioritize health-related and critical 

information

● Edits are slow -- some may take several days

● Reviews, review responses, and Q&A were 

disabled to optimize bandwidth for critical needs, 

and to remove sources of disinformation

Changes in Google Support



● All Google support teams are functioning and 

working hard

● Google is staying in close contact with partners

● Edits are going through

● Teams are responding as quickly as they can to 

urgent needs

● Google is conducting extensive crisis-mode 

planning (all the way to the CEO) and rolling out 

several new features to support the response

But There’s Good News



New temporary closure flag can be enabled in dashboard 
or via API; must have a reopen date

Yelp’s New Features and SMB Assistance

Ad fee waivers for SMBs (restaurants, nightlife)

Contact-free delivery in partnership with GrubHub

Highlighting special circumstances, like open for 
pickup/delivery only

Highlighting virtual services

Banner alert for profiles

New, stricter moderation of reviews mentioning COVID-19 or 
blaming businesses for reduced services due to COVID-19

Donate buttons connecting to GoFundMe to help SMBs
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Pinned posts can let customers know about special 
circumstances like pickup/delivery only

Facebook Offers Flexible Communication Tools
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You can craft friendlier, more explanatory messaging

Change standard hours if needed

For temporary closure, use “No hours available”

Update Instagram as needed and consider using 
Messenger to communicate directly with customers



Apple Maps Has Several Updates
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Use special hours to indicate reduced hours of operation

New temporary closure flag, can be suggested by users or 
triggered in feeds from partners; must have a reopen date

Use amenities to indicate availability of services like pickup 
and delivery

New category for testing sites: 
health.diagnosticservices.laboratorytesting.virologicaltests



TripAdvisor Supporting Bulk and Manual Changes
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New temporary closure flag can be enabled by request

Will be showcasing, in search, availability of pickup and delivery 
over other services like reservations

Can set special hours, end date for closures, and “delivery 
and pickup only” in dashboard (but not in bulk)

Ad fees will be waived in closed areas; all Premium fees waived



Bing Supports Closures and Updated Hours
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New temporary closure flag can be manually updated in Bing 
Places dashboard; must provide reopen date

Supports special hours; you can indicate reduced hours via 
Bing Places dashboard or API

Bing search has announced they are now indexing the new 
Special Announcement Schema type



Foursquare Has New Special Hours Guidelines
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Can set special hours to override regular hours

Supports separate hours for drive through and other services

Can use description field to indicate special circumstances

Remember, Foursquare data goes to Uber and other platforms, 
so make sure basic information is accurate



Neustar Localeze Suggests Use of Existing Fields
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Can use tagline and keywords fields to communicate special 
circumstances like “Pickup and delivery only,” “Open by appointment 
only,” or “Temporarily closed”

Keep in mind that updates take some time to circulate, so reserve 
this option for changes that will remain in place for a few weeks



Schema.org Rushes Update for COVID-19
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Released v7.0 on March 16

SpecialAnnouncement is a new text field for communicating any 
special circumstances, can include URLs for more info as well as a 
date range

New location type for testing centers

New support for virtual events including:

● Events moving from offline to virtual
● Indication of events being all offline, partly online 

and partly offline, or all online



Shifting Priorities 
and Refocused Resources



● Review moderation and response on Google

○ Soon and for the foreseeable future, no new Google reviews 

will be published

○ Responses you might compose now will not be published 

and may not be relevant later

● Questions and answers on Google

○ These are hidden completely, so no need to monitor

● Promotion of offerings not related (directly or indirectly) 

to COVID-19 and essential business operations

Less Important Right Now



● Review moderation and response on Yelp, Facebook, 

TripAdvisor

● Basic listing updates

○ Contact info and hours must be fully up to date everywhere

○ Even map pin placement is more important than ever

○ Special hours to communicate reduced availability

● Additional info wherever possible

○ Descriptions

○ Posts

○ Amenities

○ Services

Still Important



● Very clear communication of changes to operations

● Syndication of these updates in all places consumers 

look for info:

○ Your corporate website

○ Your local pages

○ Your blog

○ Your social profiles

○ Your local profiles

○ Your in-store and external signage

○ Your advertising and marketing

○ Any other external sources (media, government, 

community groups)

More Important Right Now



● Pay close attention to the news in local -- things are 

changing rapidly

● Plan with flexibility

● Adjust your messaging to align with the times

● Continually reassess your planning to ensure it’s still relevant

● Think hard about alternate offerings:

○ Pickup and delivery

○ Curbside pickup

○ Contact-free services

○ Virtual services

Also More Important 



Questions You Should Be Asking



● How many of my ordinary services can be offered virtually?

Questions You Should Be Asking



● How can I pivot toward contact-free options?

Questions You Should Be Asking



Questions You Should Be Asking

● How can I showcase contactless payment options?



We’re here to answer 
your questions.



Thank You
hello@brandify  |  brandify.com


